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National Reined Cow Horse Association 
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

March 21, 2011  9 am 
Rodeo Club – Idaho Center 

Idaho Horse Park, Nampa, Idaho 
 
 

 

I.  Call to Order by NRCHA President Kathy Gould at 5:11 pm 
Present were Darren Miller, Dan Roeser, Jon Roeser, Sam Rose, Ramona Koch, Lyn 
Anderson 
Plus these proxies were in place: 
Howard Erenberg to Jon Roeser 
John Ward to Jon Roeser 
Marilyn Peters to Darren Miller 
Paul Bailey to Kathy Gould 
Carol Rose to Sam Rose 

Guests: Cheryl Magoteaux and Chris Potter   
 

II.   Approval of Minutes from January  27, 2011 Board of Directors meeting.  
Motion: Motion was made to approve minutes by Lyn Anderson, seconded by Jon Roeser.  
Passed 

 
III. Committee Reports 

 
a. Financial Report –  Kathy Gould reported for Paul Bailey regarding Celebration of 

Champions.  Budget vs actual for Celebration of Champions was reviewed – only thing 
not in the budget was the Texas incentive money. If we estimate that at same amount 
as last year, then we are $7K to the good. 
 

b. Sponsor Committee -  Cheryl Magoteaux said Carol Rose sent word that she is talking 
to three potential new Corporate Partners. Silver Spur Ranch has come on as a new 
Breeder Sponsor. Cheryl also noted that Carol has new people inquiring who want to 
become Snaffle Bit Futurity sponsors. She said Carol would be sending those annual 
letters out soon. Lyn Anderson said to remind her to email as well as snail mail. 
 
Dan Roeser said should we look at giving perks at Reno for sponsorships at other 
shows and the board thought that was a good idea and would like to discuss this 
possibility with Carol for next meeting. Cheryl noted that was something that Carol had 
already thought of and some World Show sponsors got SBF perks but some shows did 
not have room in what they cost vs the cost of the sponsorship to give additional perks 
and that steps were being taken to make this have parity. 

 
Sam Rose noted at World Show that we needed to approve one other staff person to 
bring in for Pat Russell instead of using a volunteer. Board agreed.  
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c. Non Pro Committee –  Kathy Gould talked to Michelle Johnson and clarified that she 

showed a horse that didn’t belong to her. Kathy told Michelle that if she could prove she 
didn’t – and show us the paperwork (documentation from AQHA and NRHA), the board 
would re-address it. But she warned that NRCHA has access to these same records. 
Michelle said she would send it in but she didn’t send anything in for this meeting.  
 
Non Pro Proposals 
 
Jerry Alvord Proposal  

PROPOSAL FOR CHANGE 

LIMIT # OF HORSES 

All entries in the Non Pro divisions should be limited to 2 horses. 

 

Lyn thought this would help. There was discussion on this and the consensus was that 
this was a good idea.  
 

MINIMAL SCORE TO RECEIVE FENCE RUN 

The board should consider a minimal score for advancement.  

If a contestant cannot average a score of 190 in the first 2 events, for safety reasons-time 

considerations-and expense=NO FENCE WORK.  

The NCHA has implemented this for their reasons, whereby you must score a 181 or higher to be 

eligible to advance past the 1st go-round. 

Some thought this might have merit but most felt that people came to work a cow 
and would feel they were cheated if they didn’t get to work a cow.  

 

FINALS & No-FINALS 

All of the following classes should bring back only a % to the finals, not a hard set number. But 

no less than X?, so that there are enough horses for a finals during this time of rebuilding.  

There will not be a finals for the Ltd Level One, as with the Amateur class. 

The Ltd Level 2 class=all places will be decided in the first go except the Top Five.        The Top 5 

will be brought back and added to the Intermediate finals and their places will be determined at that 

time (as many of them will be crossover entries anyway). This will give them a sense of accomplishment 

and a piece of the now hopefully “special Reno experience”. It will also keep the lower levels 

encouraged to climb up and stay active.  

Discussion; board felt there was some merit to this. Question was raised by Sam 
Rose as to whether these others don’t have to enter Non Pro. Dan Roeser said however 
many were going to get paid would go to finals. Discussion that Ltd. Level 2 might not 
need a finals. 

 
Rules committee is to come up with a recommendation based on these board 

preferences from the board - -  - Add one level not two and look at where the earnings 
number needs to be. Limit number of entries to two was a consensus. Finals only for the 
non pro and the intermediate.   Amateur jackpot 

Entry fees – they need to recommend a cost to enter up. Look at level one  as a 
jackpot with tiered entry fee amounts.  

Get recommendation from committee – and review at next board meeting. Then 
send out E-cow work to give non pro’s an opportunity to help on making this decision. 

 

DIVISIONS 

Amateur:    The Amateur should be left alone!  At $7500 
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Amateur is strong, but usually after advancement they don’t come back. You’ll see more names that 

don’t come back, as opposed to those that go on. 

NP Ltd Level 1:   This should be a $15,000 class based on Aged Event L T E  

• This class should be an “Exit class” only=no fall backs in Level 1 

NP Ltd Level 2:  This should be a $25,000 class Aged Event $0 for 3 Yrs= Fall Back 

The verbiage title for this class needs to allow for riders to be kicked to the next level, but for those who 

will not be competitive they need to be able to fall back into it.  After this Level you will move into the 

Intermediate.  I believe that after 3 yrs of minimal success that a rider should be able to fall back into 

this class from the Intermediate, but only one level. Probably $0 dollars for 3 years to fall back, at least 

initially. 

Intermediate:  Will be a stand alone class and raise the entry fee to $1,400  

 

Non Pro:   The Top 15 will be Non Pro only, also being able to fall back but only One Level and drop 

the entry fee to $1,800 

• Yes it will take an investment and a sacrifice, but in time it will pay back. 

• This will not be a quick fix, it took time to deteriorate, and it will take time to rebuild! 

• These benchmarks will need to be reviewed annually and continuously adjusted as the class 

monies increase due to class sizes increasing. (More money won does not always=ability 

advancement.) 

• All fallbacks in the Non Pro division will be one position only from that Non Pros lifetime high 

level. 

 

DIVISIONS STAND ALONE 

Each class should stand alone. This will hurt the Non Pro initially, but considering that there were only 

35 last year and projected to be much less this year, they are going to hurt anyway. The only way that 

there might be the same number or more this year would be if there were new players or those who 

have been “sitting out” thinking that this year might be a “weak year” (economy, disgruntled number of 

Non Pros, etc.). If they decide to jump in, this would prove the point that there would be more players if 

there were a more level playing field. By giving the Non Pro “a once again” affordable, enjoyable, special 

experience and getting them to comeback they will enter upwards =  thus growing the Non Pro class. 

In standing alone, the jackpot monies would be paid only to the class that is entered. Entering 

up would be the same. (Nobody likes sharing the wealth by having their pot money going to someone 

else’s pot.) 

PAYOUT & ADDED MONEY 

Monies to be paid based on # of entries. 

I do think that by implementing this & targeting the “middle class” demographic it will bring 

health & strength to the entire organization. 

I it my understanding that there is $50,000 added to the Non Pro and I believe that there is 

$22,000 added to the Intermediate that is $72,000. This money should be broken up so that the upper 

classes get more of it in order to keep the competitor reaching upwards, but enough is sent to the 

bottom classes to entice new players to feel they have a chance competing in “their level of equals”. 

This will also help take care of the Non Pro class, that will suffer early on, but it should rebound quickly. 

ENTRY FEES & JACKPOT MONEY 

I believe that the Limited Level 1 and Level 2 should have an entry fee of $1,000 and a cost of 

$400 to enter any class above. No cross entry fee.  

All entry/jackpot money should stay in their respective levels.  

• I.e. They enter Ltd Level 1=$1,000 goes to that division, they enter up to  

Ltd Level 2=$400 goes to that division, etc. 

• When “entering up a level” the jackpot needs to be matched. 

(I do not have the information to be more specific.)  

TAXES 
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I believe that it is important for the board to keep in mind that it would behoove them to try 

and combat a perception of indifference. What I mean is that the Non Pro wants to be a part of the 

NRCHA, but wealthy or not feel as if they are being taxed to death by the association.  

By taxes I mean fees=  

• There is a slot/convenience fee  

• There is a transfer fee 

• There is an insulting finals fee  

 

The Non Pros cannot pass these costs on, so it affects  them directly while they are sitting at the 

table adding up all these costs preparing to write a check. 

If these fees are justifiable, they need to be presented in a different fashion or blended in. But I 

think the problem is, if these are not easily understood or need an explanation they immediately 

become suspect.  

Most Non Pros are of the business world, so they know that costs must be covered. But they do 

not want to feel like the NRCHA is treating them like the federal government.  

• The NRCHA has some of the most aggressive entry fees & cattle fees in the horse world.  

• The stall fees, especially at Reno, are much bigger than other shows at the same facility.  

• The high cost of practicing on already paid for cattle forces people to drive across town; 

or not get to practice if you don’t have the right connections.  

 

MARKETING/PR/COMMUNICATION 

These issues bring on conversation amongst people about what NRCHA is charging them and 

why? People want to know that they are being treated fairly, that’s all. If these cost are just, then so be 

it. This is and needs to be a marketing/pr/communication issue.  

But it is also well known that the NRCHA has a very large bank account. This makes 

participants/contestants who are directly writing the checks to feel as if there is a shell game going on. I 

did not mean to “stray from the reservation”. But I believe that this is important to say, so that going 

ahead with any of this it is easily understood that it is important to keep this simple and straight 

forward. 

POTENTIAL PUBLIC RESPONSE 

In putting this together I feel that is important to point out that nothing in this new structure 

would affect me in anyway if I were ever tempted to show again. Therefore, please be aware that this 

NOT created by me in a self serving way. However, this will in many ways help all of you in your daily 

business (more Non Pro involvement). Once this hits the wires I will, I’m sure, be ridiculed in many ways. 

This is not something that I look forward to, but these changes will hopefully fix the current situation.  

“TRADITION” vs. “RICH MANS SPORT” 

There will be those that will now come to you and say, “We don’t need all of this, just raise the 

price and the pot will get bigger and more will come and we will all be happy.”  

It’s not working!  The costs are driving people away.  

Those people will say that we should remember that this is a “Rich Mans Sport”. Well, it was not 

initially intended that way, so if it’s true, there goes the slogan “Tradition & Integrity”. And, if it’s true, 

we have just limited ourselves to a very small market, thus fewer people, fewer stalls, less money spent 

at the venders . . . . . you get the point.  

TARGETING THE “NEW MARKET” 

The consumers we need to be targeting are not the consumers of yesterday. Today’s consumers 

are coddled.  Just like school children today in beginners sports, where they all get a 

trophy……..nobody’s a loser. I don’t agree with this approach to competition, but it is today’s reality. 

Even though they won’t all get a “trophy”, they need to feel as if they are getting “something” back for 

their money (Premier event experience, satisfaction of feeling competitive in their level, etc.) 
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I have been told that it costs $25 per person/per day to buy a ticket to watch at Reno. Whether 

it be Open or Non Pro competitor, everyone likes to perform to a crowd. I remember when there use to 

be standing room only. Now there are very few, even for the Open. Although this is hearsay, I believe it 

to be true. This obviously hurts the vendors and the sponsors and the “psyche” of the competitor.  

As an example: If a one-day ticket costs $100 for the typical family of 4; they would be financially 

stressed. Thus they would be less apt to attend once, let alone multiple days, and probably not have a 

lot of desire to dump more discretionary money on the vendors. If we can’t get them “in the door”, the 

possibility of them getting the competitive “bug” and feeling that they can compete can’t happen. The 

costs at the door need to be aggressively dropped. But in winding down, I believe the common mindset 

from the membership is that there are many prices that are too high and need to be dropped, and I 

concur. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, I did not have any ill intent in writing this; I have no ax to grind. My approach is to 

try and improve/build the broad range of Non Pros, rather than focus on one portion of the Non Pro 

sector. In doing so I believe it will, in time, improve the events for many instead of just a few. Any 

examples I have used and information I have shared I hope will not be taken offensively, but 

informatively and with a constructive goal in mind.  

 
Discussion on this is noted above. 
 

Rod Orison, Sally Tondu, Ron Heath, came to the meeting representing the Idaho 
Center. Rod said they appreciated NRCHA Stakes coming – weather in US has been 
miserable especially on the west coast. This is second weekend – last weekend was 
Idaho Cutting Horse Association.  
He said he knew NRCHA was active in trying to figure out where to go from year to 
year. He noted that the Idaho Center is not an unknown commodity and wanted to 
remind the board that in the last year, they hired Pat Freeze, who does nothing but 
footing. He said they’ve built platforms – 140 feet of 4-tiered staging. Worked good for 
cutters and he expects it to work for us. 
He noted that with Sally’s help and all the things she does as far as credit cards they try 
to make it good for exhibitors. As we make the decision, he wants to remind the board 
that the City of Nampa has put a lot of money into this facility to make it a nice place for 
you to come. He continued, “As you make your decision please keep in mind we’re 
dedicated to making as good as we can. So far we have been able to come up with 
some dollars each year to make some changes and improvements in the facilities. I 
wish I could tell you economy is better and we could do more as far as sponsorships but 
I’ve never told things I couldn’t fulfill. The Center is owned by City and funded by tax 
dollars and the Mayor doesn’t want tax dollars to go for sponsorships. We are trying to 
get a fee on hotels on next election and that might have a positive effect later on but 
doesn’t know for sure.” 
Lyn Anderson noted that people here are friendly and accommodating but asked about 
moving stalls so there could be covered riding. Rod said fire marshall wouldn’t allow. 
Dan asked re the possibility of renting the facility all-inclusive. Rod said you could but 
could not rent the RV spaces. There is an agreement with city that the Idaho center has 
to control them. They charge $27 a night because of pressure from local RV parks. 
Dan asked what it would cost. Rod said he didn’t know but didn’t think we would save 
much money.   He said a weeklong event in June would work very well.  
  
 

   Jennifer Finch Letter: 
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Motion: Motion was made by Lyn Anderson and seconded by Sam Rose to allow her to fall 
back into the Non Pro Limited. 
Passed. 
  
Note – Sam Rose noted that Youth and Select will probably have Non Pro Limited in AQHA. 
 

d. Judges Committee - Sam Rose clarified that there is a 2A judge in the Derby 
 

e. Rules Committee – Darren Miller said he had a call from Carri Warren. Idaho has turned 
in a show application on bottom says they reserve the right to change the amount of 
money depending on entries. Lower the amount of money. It was noted by the board 
that shows need a disclaimer that the added money will be different if there are only 1-3 
entries or whatever. Should be on fliers and show approval form. 

 
Darren noted that Int. open Riders List needs to be hashed out at some point. Lyn 
asked what he was proposing. Bottom end of open is his concern – do we need 
something that says you can’t get out of Int. Open until you’ve gotten this much LTE in 
LAE. Dan said he almost has more of a problem with a guy who is just bumping along 
and wins 15k a year for three years and he’s out of it. 
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Recommendation for Rules committee to put something together based on a two-year 
program and bring back to next board meeting. 

 
f. Hall of Fame Committee –  Cheryl Magoteaux noted that per Chairman Smoky Pritchett, 

the Hall of Fame Committee had recommended the Hall of Fame and Hall of Merit 
recipients for 2011.   
Motion: Motion was made by Lyn Anderson to approve the recommendation of the Hall 
of Fame Committee and seconded by Sam Rose. 
Passed. 
 

g. Show Committee -  It was noted we need to find a place for official win pictures – all 
shows but especially Snaffle Bit Futurity and Celebration of Champions; This way the 
awards process would go much faster. Cheryl to visit with Primo re extra cost but board 
likes this idea.  
 

h. Marketing Committee – Kathy Gould would like to make Jim Vangelos the chair of the 
Marketing Committee. They need to get a committee together – a balanced group of 
members, pro, non pro, owners, etc.  . 

 
Motion: Motion to approve appointment of Jim Vangelos as Chair of the Marketing 
Committee by Dan Roeser, seconded by Lyn Anderson.  
Passed.  

 
    Owner’s Committee – Kathy Gould reported that the Owner’s Committee had provided 
this list of purposes. 
 

PURPOSE OF THE NRCHA OWNERS COMMITTEE: 
 
1. Help insure the future growth and viability of the NRCHA by providing input, advice and 
feedback to the Board and Management on pertinent issues and opportunities relevant to the 
NRCHA owners and breeders. 
 
2. From time to time, develop tangible initiatives sanctioned by the NRCHA to help the 
organization improve, grow and prosper. 
 
3. Serve as a vehicle for the Owners and Breeders to get to know and communicate better with 
each other. 
 
 
RESULTS THE OWNERS COMMITTEE IS LOOKING FOR: 
 
1. An Owners committee which is respected within the NRCHA for its contributions to the 
organization. 
 
2.  A proactive, involved group of Owners and Breeders. 
 
3. A NRCHA which is responsive to the needs of the Owners and Breeders and the changes in our 
business environment.  
 
4.  A growing, financially sound and progressive NRCHA. 

 
Kathy said they have owners committee meeting scheduled for the Stakes 
week – Newt White is co-chairing with Dave Allen.    
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IV. New Business 
 

 
a. Derby Schedule was discussed as far as the possibility of adding a day. 

 

2011 NRCHA Derby 
Tentative Schedule 

 

Monday, June 13 
8am  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open/Nov. Horse Derby Herd Work  6:30PM 
 

Tuesday, June 14 
8am  Level 1 Limited Open Derby Herd Work 

Non Pro/Int. Non Pro/Amateur Derby Herd Work 
   

Open Bridle Spectacular Herd Work  
Non Pro Bridle Spectacular Herd Work    was 5:30PM 

 

Wednesday, June 15 

8am  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open/Nov. Horse Derby Rein Work 
  Non Pro/Int. Non Pro/Amateur Derby Rein Work   7:45PM 
 

Thursday, June 16 
8am  Level 1 Limited Open Derby Rein Work(1-2hrs)   10AM 
 

  Open Two Rein (1 hr)       10:15-11:15 
 

Limited Open Bridle/ 
AQHA Sr. Working Cow Horse(allow 2hrs)   11:30 -1:30PM 

 

Open Hackamore/Limited Open Hackamore/ 
AQHA Jr. Working Cow Horse (allow 3-4)   2-6PM 

 

Friday, June 17 
8am  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open/ Nov. Horse Derby Cow Work 
  Level 1 Limited Open Derby Cow Work 
  Non Pro/Int. Non Pro/Amateur Derby Cow Work   5PM 
 

  Non Pro Bridle Spectacular Rein & Cow Work/ 
   Intermediate Non Pro Bridle/Novice Non Pro Bridle/ 
   AQHA Amt Working Cow Horse (4hrs)   5:15 - 9 
 

Saturday, June 18 

8am  Youth Limited/AQHA Nov. Youth Boxing (30 min)   8-8:30 
 

Youth Bridle /AQHA Youth Working Cow Horse (15 min)  8:30-8:45 
 

Non Pro Two Rein (15 min)      9-9:15 
 

Non Pro Hackamore (45 min)      9:20-10:05 
 

  $5K Non Pro Limited/Non Pro Limited/ 
AQHA Nov. Amt. Boxing (3hrs)    10:15-1:15 

 

  Non Pro/Int. Non Pro Derby Finals Herd Work(1:10)  2:30-3:40 
 

Non Pro/Int. Non Pro Derby Finals Rein Work (50 min)  4:45-5:30 
 

Non Pro/Int. Non Pro Derby Finals Cow Work   5:45 – 6:15 
 

Not before  
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6:00pm Open Bridle Spectacular Rein & Cow Work    7 – 10pm 
 

Sunday, June 19 

8am  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open Derby Finals Herd Work   8 – 11:30 
 

  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open Derby Finals Rein Work   12:30 - 3 
 

  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open Derby Finals Cow Work   3:20 – 5pm 
 

2011 NRCHA Derby 
Tentative Schedule with end times 

 

Tuesday, June 14 

8am  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open/Nov. Horse Derby Herd Work  6:30PM 
 

Wednesday, June 15 

8am  Level 1 Limited Open Derby Herd Work 
Non Pro/Int. Non Pro/Amateur Derby Herd Work 

   

Open Bridle Spectacular Herd Work  
Non Pro Bridle Spectacular Herd Work    was 5:30PM 

 

Thursday, June 16 

8am  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open/Nov. Horse Derby Rein Work 
  Level 1 Limited Open Derby Rein Work  

Non Pro/Int. Non Pro/Amateur Derby Rein Work   was 7:45PM 
 

Friday, June 17 

8am  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open/ Nov. Horse Derby Cow Work  
  Level 1 Limited Open Derby Cow Work 
  Non Pro/Int. Non Pro/Amateur Derby Cow Work 
 

  $5K Non Pro Limited/Non Pro Limited/AQHA Nov. Amt. Boxing 
   

Open Two Rein       was 8:30PM 
 

Saturday, June 18 
8am  Non Pro Two Rein 
   

Limited Open Bridle/AQHA Sr. Working Cow Horse 
   

Non Pro Hackamore 
 

Open Hackamore/Limited Open Hackamore/AQHA Jr. Working Cow Horse   
   

Youth Limited/AQHA Nov. Youth Boxing 
   

Youth Bridle /AQHA Youth Working Cow Horse 
 

  Non Pro Bridle Spectacular Rein & Cow Work/Intermediate Non Pro Bridle/    
 Novice Non Pro Bridle/AQHA Amt Working Cow Horse 
 

Not before  
6:00pm Open Bridle Spectacular Rein & Cow Work    was 10ish 
 
Sunday, June 19 
8am  Non Pro/Int. Non Pro Derby Finals Herd Work 
  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open Derby Finals Herd Work 

 
  Non Pro/Int. Non Pro Derby Finals Rein Work 
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  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open Derby Finals Rein Work 
 

Non Pro/Int. Non Pro Derby Finals Cow Work 
  Open/Int. Open/Ltd Open Derby Finals Cow Work   7:30PM 

 
The derby schedule was considered.  
Motion: Lyn made a motion to stick with 6-day schedule and to start every day 
except finals day at 7 am. Seconded by Dan Roeser 
11 for  
1 against 
Passed 
 
  

b. Stakes Proposals were discussed.  
c.  

Motion: Lyn made a motion that the Board is to send a synopsis of the bids from 
various venues out to rest of board and get a vote by April 8 to possibly move Stakes to 
Paso Robles March 28-April 1, 2012 and to move the NRCHA Derby to Nampa  in June 
of 2012 and for the corresponding dates for subsequent two years. Seconded by Dan 
Roeser. 
Passed 
 
Board noted that Darren will get a proposal for Hackamore Classic from Pueblo and will 
get it to the office to be sent out for a vote at the same time 
 
 

d. Show Secretary Certification – Kathy Gould said this could wait – we are looking at 
something for our show secretaries to be certified. Will bring back to next meeting. 

 
e. AQHA leases and how they affect NRCHA non pros – Ramona Koch said in AQHA they 

can have a lease agreement in office. Wondered how this would effect our non pros 
with our rules or if we might think about allowing. Need to have wording for next time – 
to have this. Send this information to Paul Bailey and the Non Pro committee. 

 
f. World’s Greatest Shootout – Cheryl Magoteaux noted that the NRCHA will have a two-

man team in the World’s Greatest Shootout at the Battle of the Saddle this year and the 
Executive committee will select.   

 
g. Selling ad space in E-Cow Work was brought up and the board approved this. Cheryl to 

create a price list.   
 

V. Old  Business 
a. Cow Boxing Division at Limited Age Events – send it to the rules committee. 

 
b. Select Non Pro divisions within Non Pro Class at Celebration of champions 

 
Darren Miller to let people qualify for the world show and then when they get to 
celebration of champions they could have a class within a classcould have a class for 
them. So if they qualify in a non pro event and if they are over 55 the could be eligible 
for this. 
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VI. Adjourn:  Motion to adjourn by Lyn Anderson, seconded by Darren Miller. 

Adjourned 
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